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I. DESIGN AND WORK PRINCIPLE
The structure of the newly proposed device incorporates a two-matrix of small p-n
junction areas (micro-pixels) positioned at a 20 to 50 µ pitch and capable to operate in
Geiger mode. Main part of design and fabrication technology of these micro-pixels are
the same as for existing SiPM designs. Within the area of each micro-pixel, an additional
p-n junction (an emitter) with dimensions of about 3µ×3µ is arranged, thus forming a
smaller micro-transistor. Both the micro-transistors and the micro-pixels have their
individual micro-resistors connected to independent metal grids (Figure 1). Therefore,
each MAPT pixel is made of two parts: a photo-sensitive avalanche region and a microtransistor region. The design provides two signal outputs – from the pixel circuit
(common output) and from the micro-transistor circuit (fast output).The MAPT was
developed and fabricated in collaboration with Zecotek Imaging Systems (Singapore).
When avalanche process begins a voltage drop Uq on the quenching resistor Rp ≥100
kΩ (also on the base electrode of the micro-transistor) is rising from zero up to Uq=2* Uov
, where Uov – overvoltage [http://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1410/1410.2619.pdf]. At values
of Uq exceeding some characteristic value Uc.v ~0,8V, the micro-transistor becomes fully
opened, and a large current starts flowing through resistor. The micro-transistor is
closed at when Uq drops below 0,8V because of micro-pixel recharging process. The
total pulsed current gain of an MAPT pixel can be written as Mp ~ Mav × Mtr, where Mav avalanche current gain, Mtr – transistor current gain. Thus, total charge gain of the MAPT
may be about 106 or more.
In fact that optical crosstalk and after-pulsing effects strongly depend of gain of
Figure1. Top view (a), cross-section (b) and electric
avalanche process. For reducing the gain of the avalanche process without changing
circuit of a single pixel (c) of the MAPT
the total gain of device, was suggested to use a micro transistor with gain 10-20. Microtransistors in the MAPT are operating in binary “on/off” mode, thereby making it
possible to achieve relatively short signal edges, especially front edge which is needed
for TOF measurements.
This new approaching allows to reduce the probability of appearance of above mentioned effects during avalanche process and additionally
solves the problem with high device capacity. Using the fast out of MAPT may reduce the effective device capacity by a factor of 30÷50.
II. PERFORMANCE OF THE MAPT

Figure 2. Schematic circuit of MAPT (A),
Schematic circuit of SenSl (B).

We have fabricated experimental samples of MAPT with parameters: sensitive area – 3mm*3mm,
pixel pitch – 50µ, Rp=300kΩ Rtr. =30kΩ. The performance of our MAPT was compared with SensL’s
SiPM (MicroFC-30030-SMT). The output signals of MAPT and were recorded with experimental
circuit, which shown on the Figure 2. The fast and common outputs of the photo detectors
connected via similar amplifier with a bandwidth 80 MHz and a gain ~120, to the oscilloscope with a
bandwidth 200 MHz. Operating voltage for the MAPT and SensL’s devices were 13V and 25V
respectively in the room temperature.
The SiPM manufactured by SensL has an array of additional micro-capacitors arranged in
parallel, connecting the cathodes of the pixels and the fast output bus. The use of capacitors makes
it possible to reduce the rise time of the photodiode pulse, but it reduce the total charge of the
signal.
The Figure 3 illustrates the pulse shapes of the signals from common (blue line) and fast (green
line) outputs of MAPT an SensL’s detector ( via same amplifier, gain ≈120). The signal from
common outputs of the photo detectors have a similar charge(~30pC) and gain(~1.6x106). However,
the charge of fast out of SensL’s device is 1.2pC and gain – 6.3x104. For MAPT the charge of the
fast out is 9.7 pC and gain – 5.1x105. This value of gain is defined by ratio Rp / Rtr. which will be
improved in next generation of the MAPT. Present results show that the charge of the signal from
fast out is 3 times less than common out, however this ratio for SensL’s SiPM is less than 25 times.

Main advantages of the MAPT.
•Low cross talk because of lowering avalanche gain.
•Fast photo response due to individual micro-transistors
working in digital mode.
•Capable for use in TOF detectors due to fast photo
response.
•Capable for use in astrophysics detectors due to low
capacitance.
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Figure 3. MAPT pulse shape (A), SenSl pulse shape (B).
(1)--- Common out
(2)--- Fast out

